CASE STUDY

CLIENT OVERVIEW

THE CHALLENGE

As a leading international manufacturing firm,
our client was all about results. From corporate
office to factory floor, this client relied on the skill
and dedication of their employees to consistently
deliver exceptional service and satisfaction.

The client approached LINK with a considerable
challenge: to hire both professional leadership talent
and experienced manufacturing staff in a single,
multi-faceted engagement.

After achieving remarkable success, this client
wanted to expand their operations by opening a
plant in the great state of Texas — but they
needed local insight and expertise to do it. After
considering multiple staffing agencies in the
area, they chose to work with LINK Professional
Group after experiencing our personalized
approach to recruitment firsthand.

∙ Factory staff required a highly-specialized skill set
∙ Safety hazards on-site required experienced workers
to succeed
∙ Professional talent recruitment needed to precede
factory staff recruitment and adapt to strategy laid
out by newly-hired professional staff
∙ Recruitment efforts needed to occur in lockstep with
ongoing plant construction and planning

Their most significant challenges included:

THE LINK PROFESSIONAL GROUP SOLUTION
The LINK Professional Group team knew that the key to success for this client was a deep understanding of their goals and aspirations. Our
engagement began with initial discovery calls to identify key areas of opportunity, specific needs in terms of recruitment, and budgetary
considerations as well as estimated timeline.
Based on initial discovery calls, the LINK team worked closely with client leadership to craft a tailored recruitment strategy.
This strategy included:

Extensive Candidate Assessments
While the client’s team wanted to open a plant in the greater Dallas area, they needed expert insight into labor
trends, operational costs, and real estate opportunities in the area.
Our team executed location-based research to understand where our client could balance cost-efficiency with labor
needs — especially in regards to building costs in areas with the greatest concentration of potential talent.
Ultimately, this research led the client’s team to identify Garland, Texas as a prime location.

Workforce and Labor Market Research
Unlike many organizations, our client required candidates to possess very specialized skills and experience — both
for white collar and blue collar positions. In an effort to streamline recruitment, LINK Professional Group conducted
targeted workforce and labor market research in order to project target salary ranges so our client’s team could
attract the most highly-qualified talent within budget constraints.
LINK conducted a nationwide professional candidate search highlighting specific types of experience, and assisted
their team in handling travel logistics and interview planning for the most highly-qualified candidates.
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Tiered Recruitment
Since our client was opening an entire plant, it was crucial for leadership to be in place before recruitment of factory
floor staff could begin. Professional hires would ultimately help guide recruitment efforts for manufacturing staff, so
overall recruitment efforts needed to remain flexible.
In order to manage these complex needs, LINK created a tiered recruitment strategy that prioritized key
leadership roles before factory staff. This allowed new hires to be brought into the recruitment fold iteratively,
ultimately ensuring that all senior personnel had a say in how their teams would be recruited. This included the
development of specialized skills testing, which LINK created based on feedback from newly hired leadership.

Temporary Workplace Support
Recruitment efforts overlapped with construction of our client’s new plant location, which meant that newly hired
professional staff did not yet have access to their permanent workspaces. In order to help our client continue to
execute on business strategy despite ongoing construction, our client’s professional team was invited to utilize
LINK office space for a period of six months.

Cultural Assessment
As an established and already successful company, our client’s internal culture was an important element in their
continued success. In order to ensure that the new plant would operate seamlessly with teams in other locations,
LINK developed comprehensive cultural assessments for candidates.
These assessments identified a potential hire’s work ethic, attitude, and work environment preferences. Only
candidates whose personality and preferences strongly correlated with our client’s values were invited for in-person
interviews.

THE RESULTS
To date, LINK has assisted the client in hiring the local leadership team, finding them an
office and hiring factory staff. They have done so within budget and in just 8 months.
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